WHO WILL BE THE WRITERS FOR TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGIES?

Learn why stories aren’t just for bedtime and be at the forefront of a new renaissance in writing, publishing and content creation. At ICCIT, learn writer’s craft across traditional and new media platforms. Apply storytelling skills, problem solving and innovative thinking to communicate and respond to a changing world.

Find your place within a writing community with friendly and supportive faculty and engaged students. At ICCIT, students gain the confidence to take risks, push boundaries and achieve more than they think they can.
The Institute of Communication, Culture, Information & Technology

The Institute of Communication, Culture, Information and Technology (ICCIT) at University of Toronto Mississauga places you at the nexus of academia, innovation and industry. Interdisciplinary, undergraduate programs provide students with the insight and the skillsets to anticipate and respond to the impact of present and emerging communication modalities, digital media, and technological innovation.

Major
Develop an in-depth understanding of media and digital technologies and their social implications from cross-disciplinary perspectives. Through research-based and hands-on courses, students critically assess the possibilities and consequences of media and technologies and apply their digital skills across multiple platforms.

Specialist
Engage with technology related to all fields of management including finance, organizational behaviour, economics and marketing. Theoretical knowledge combines with team-based, project work to prepare students to work in business and entrepreneurial sectors.

Major & Minor
Transform complex ideas into engaging and exciting writing for a diversity of audiences across multiple platforms. Through intensive training in writing and editing processes, graduates harness the power of narrative to research, write, and publish original work.

Professional Experience Certificate
All ICCIT students have the opportunity to complete a professional certificate that includes paid work placements where students will integrate in-class education and related work experience.

The certificate is completed within a four-year degree.